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I AM VIRGIN 
 
Rating: 5 stars!  
 
Another indie horror movie, another low budget, cra ppy looking 
movie..right? WRONG! I Am Virgin, a cool end of tim es Vampire flick is 
a partial spoof on I Am Legend with a twist...the l ast virgin on earth 
is being seduced by a crap load o' hot stripper vam pires who will do 
ANYTHING to get the movie's lead, Adam Davis, to ha ve sex with them. 
There's tons o' nudity, sex scenes, & I'll admit ho w much of a dork I 
truly am...there's a few sex scenes that, well, loo k faked, so I paused 
one particular scene & what I noticed was that the naked males penis 
was NOT inside the sexy vamp., so some of the "pene tration" scenes were 
faked, although I'd bet some of them were definitel y real! Ron Jeremy 
has a small cameo & he doesn't get naked, but his s cene is funny none 
the less! There's some cool behind the scenes featu rettes that tell 
about the making of the movie & for the most part, the lovely vampire 
women in the flick were local hotties who wanted to  be in a horror 
movie & didn't mind gettin' naked to do it! I've no ted that over the 
past few years, the b-horror movies are getting bet ter & better...the 
sound & the video quality on this movie are pro qua lity...the acting is 
not bad, I mean, it's a b-horror movie, other than Ron Jeremy, there's 
NO stars in this flick, yet it's as interesting to watch as ANY current 
horror movie out there, BUT, I'll be the first to s ay, this movie is 
NOT for young children...there's ALOT o' nakedness,  ALOT o' sex, & the 
movie offers a unique mix of porn & vampires if you  will, BUT, this is 
NOT a porn by any means, this is a horror movie wit h alot o' sex!  
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